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“SPECIALIZED POSITION TRAINING” PROGRAM
FOR GRADES 6th THROUGH 8th

SBA Coordinator &
LCHS Head Coach
Matt Whisenant
Spartan Baseball Academy and their coaching staff
are pleased to announce a new “Specialized
Position Training” program being offered this spring
for players 6th to 8th grade.
Tired of sending your players to generalized clinics,
when you know what they really want is to develop
skills and get reps playing Catcher and Outfield?…
Or Pitcher and Infield?
Then SBA’s new “Specialized Position Training”
program is perfect for your player!
We will focus on “the process”, which is imperative
to getting the proper training and reps that each
player needs…especially with your local leagues
ready to start the season in February.

TO OFFICALLY REGISTER
GO TO
www.lcbsa.org

In order to maintain their knowledge of the game and
continue to excel at certain facets of baseball, SBA has
designed a program that will solely focus on specific parts
of the game that your baseball player needs in order to
improve, but often find difficult to do within the
parameters of a team practice.
*Read about the descriptions of each session on page 2.*

Throughout this spring
(February-April), SBA will be
conducting 25 training
sessions…each with their own
areas of “Specialized” focus.
PITCHING
Arm care and proper preparedness.
Proper and sustainable mechanics.
Game management and reading the
opponents strengths and
weaknesses.
HITTING
Understanding quality at bats and
how to help your teammates.
Hitting mechanics and recognition
of your own strengths and
weaknesses.
Drills that can be used to improve
away from the field.
INFIELD
Proper footwork and glove work for
each position.
specific defenses for 1st and 3rd’s,
bunt defense, and pick offs.
Understanding where to be at all
times.
CATCHING
Drills to enhance receiving skills,
blocking, and throwing.
Creating a good catcher/pitcher
relationship.
Being a leader on the field.
OUTFIELD
Drills to promote better approach,
jumps and reads to cover your
position.
Comprehensive understanding of
your position, including proper
routes, catching skills, and
throwing.
Communication and understanding
the game.

This is your opportunity to choose what your baseball player
needs to work on. Dedicating each day to a specific subject will
not only enhance their play, but also ensure you as a parent that
you will work on what you signed up for.
As an extended benefit to LCBSA, Coach Whisenant is also
allowing any current LCBSA coach or assistants to observe sessions free of charge, to
help them “raise their game” with their own teams.
IT’S FLEXIBLE! - Players can go to as many or few as they’d like. Easier to work around
other conflicts!
IT’S AFFORDABLE! - Single sessions are $40 each, but only $35 each when purchased in
multiples of three.
IT’S LOCAL! - Sessions are conducted at the LCHS Varsity Baseball Field from
3:45-6:00pm.
SIGNING UP IS EASY! - Sign up for the sessions you want (space will be limited by
sessions)
PAYMENT IS EASY! - Cash, Check, or Venmo accepted. @Matt-Whisenant-1
FOR MORE INFORMATION
PLEASE CONTACT
MATT WHISENANT.

spartanbaseballacademy@gmail.com

